Strategy Execution - The Power Of ‘2-2-2’
Immediate support is a phone call away. Get ahead in organising your thoughts and translating
strategy into effects. Increase the clarity and power of your intentions and plans.  

...Your Need
Despite being very aware of the specific challenges their businesses are facing, many of our prospective clients are time poor

and juggling multiple priorities. Have you ever felt the need to transform all that good stuff in your mind into something you

can communicate and engage your colleagues with? How about that project, or opportunity, in mind that needs more thought
and getting it down on paper, subjecting it to some mental unarmed combat, before involving others? You might have a major
initiative underway with little time to step back and think, “is there a better, or easier, way to get this done, accelerate it, or increase
its certainty of success?” Perhaps you are facing a novel situation?
What if you could have just Two hours, Two days, or Two weeks of an external expert NOW to support you in better
understanding, or moving to action? The good news is, now you can….

...Our Approach
We will deploy a Skarbek expert(s) at short notice for Two hours, Two days, or Two weeks for a high-intensity deep dive

with you personally, or with your leadership team. It could, for example, help you frame your challenge or problem, shed a new
light on your situation with different perspectives, or quickly assist you to understand your options and take decisive action.
You may also want us to go further and support you in building your implementation strategy and plan.

We are quick to estimate your need and mobilize to give you what you need to move forward with perspective and clarity.
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...The 2-2-2 Concept
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FRESH THINKING to unleash action
A problem shared is a problem halved! Through a 2 hour remote
consulting session, we question, explore and synthesize your
unique challenges, and offer informed perspectives on context and
possibilities.

hours*

CLARITY AND CONFIDENCE in taking action
We deploy a highly-experienced Skarbek expert to partner with you
through a structured high-level analysis of your unique context, offer
perspectives, alternative approaches and propose pragmatic highimpact options for consideration.

days*

Be IMPLEMENTATION READY
We deploy a highly-experienced team to partner with you through a
comprehensive analysis of your unique context, offer perspectives,
and build a pragmatic high-impact plan for implementation supported
across the team.

weeks

Get started now

Our experts are at your service ‘on tap’ to advise, coach, and
support you as required by your unique situation. Get in touch with
us now to quickly have another ‘head and hands’ supporting your
needs.

*Costs fully refunded upon signing up for further support from Skarbek.
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